
Royal Wood Floors Provides the Buffing &
Coating Solution to Bring Back Your Wood Floor
Luster
Royal Wood Floors brings back hard
wood floor beauty for home and business
owners in Milwaukee, WI and in the
Tampa Bay/ New Port Richey Area.

TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA, UNITED
STATES, July 19, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Royal Wood
Floors specializes in hard wood floor
refinishing and installing hard wood floors
and tile, and has done so in the
Milwaukee, WI area as a highly
successful hard wood flooring business
for more than 15 years. “After servicing
or installing a new floor, we make a point
of providing the following as a special
series of  to ensure that their floors are
protected and provide that stunning hard
wood beauty for as long as possible”,
says Keith Allman who owns Royal Wood
Floors. He continues to say, “there are a
variety of problems that can affect the
beauty and life of hard wood floors and
once these are isolated they can be
handled properly so that the hard wood
lasts for years the way it should”. “We
feel that by educating the home owner
they can be better equipped to tackle a
project themselves or will know what to
ask and expect when working with
professionals.  And many times we can
save you money with a standard Buff &
Coat project to restore the beauty”, he
ends.

Often times there is simply no need to tear up the wood floors and bear the burden of replacing them
and spending a ton of money on it.  You can easily restore hardwood flooring and bring back its
incredible natural beauty with the help of Royal Wood Floors and return those dull and dis-colored
boards back to their former glory.  If you really want to protect your investment, like you do when it
comes to your home, you can do so in part by getting a profession hardwood floor Buff and Coat job
done on them which is much more affordable then replacing the entire floor.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://royalwoodfloor.com
http://royalwoodfloor.com
http://royalwoodfloor.com/services/
http://royalwoodfloor.com/services/
http://royalwoodfloor.com/services/


Over a period of time, hard wood will lose
its shine and begins to become dull. Foot
traffic and normal wear and tear takes its
toll, and that once beautiful hard wood
begins to look faded and scuffed and
even scratched. There’s a way to restore
a hard wood floors natural beauty and
shine without having to tear them up and
replace them. With the help of Royal
Wood Floors, you can protect your
investment and make your floors come
alive again.  One of the biggest
headaches about hard wood is keeping it
looking bright and shiny. Daily sweeping
and dusting will certainly help, but
occasionally, you have to go a step
further and get what is known as a hard
wood floor Buff & Coat procedure done
on it. 

This isn’t something you want to try to
perform on your own. Really, to restore
hard wood flooring back to its original
shine and beauty, it’s best to leave it to
someone with the experience and
knowledge it will take, including the
proper equipment that is needed along
with how to use it.  While there are
products on the market that claim to
restore hard wood flooring beauty with
just one application, they’re largely
gimmicks that don’t last long. The fact of
the matter is, you can’t get a real
hardwood floor buff and coat job out of a
spray bottle or a can. What you seriously
need is the right tools of the trade and
the experience and know-how it takes to
do it right.  That’s the most effective way
to protect investment.

You should sweep your wood floors
regularly and never use a rag or steam
mop on the wood because this could
cause the wood to become discolored or
warped.  You will also want to have a
wood flooring professional like Royal
Wood Floors come out and take a look at the situation if you see that the floor is becoming dull and
discolored by natural reasons. Ask Royal Wood Floors about what hard wood floor buffing and coating
could do for your floors. It is important to note that if you want to protect your wood floor investment,
it’s best to have the hand of a seasoned professional on the job. After approximately a half of a day,
you’ll see how fantastic your hardwood can look, and you won’t have to resort to covering it up or



going through the expense of replacing it.

“The best way to prevent problems is to always do the research first or seek professional help. Then
problems such as the ones described here can be prevented,” says Allman.

For more information about this experienced and professional hardwood floor restoration and new
wood or tile installation company, or to schedule repairs by these wood floor refinishing contractors,
phone Keith Allman at 414-378-2066 if in the Milwaukee, WI region or 813-512-0298 in the New Port
Richey/Tampa Bay area.
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